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Floral projects 1 & 2 are to be made at home before the 15th November.
We ask that parents and caregivers support Ruru Whanau
students (Years 0-2) to attempt at least 2 floral
projects and Tui Whanau students (Years 3-4)
attempt at least 3 floral projects.
We ask that parents and caregivers support Kea Whanau
students to attempt at least 4 floral projects.

Floral Project 2: Innovative Pot or
Vase for a flower or plant
Using a container that is not normally
considered a flower pot, create a
planter pot for a plant. Adding a plant
can be an added extra. This needs to be
made at home and brought to school on
the day.
Innovative Plant Pot Criteria



Floral Project 1: Aqua Jar Flowers
This floral project should be made at home
and brought to school made. There are several examples on the internet if you need
inspiration.
Aqua Jar Flowers Criteria





Fresh flowers must be used.
Jar will be upside down.
The flowers will be immersed in water.
The flowers should be attached to the lid.




The Plant Pot is made from a container
that is unexpected and not usually used.
The Plant Pot must be painted and can
have adornments added.
The Plant Pot must be able to stand or be
able to be attached to a vertical surface.
Pots must not be taller than 35cm or
wider than 25cm.

These projects are to be constructed at school on the 15th November.

Floral Project 3: Vaseline Saucer
This floral project will be made at school. There
are several examples on the internet if you need
inspiration.
Vaseline Saucer Criteria
The Vaseline saucer should be decorated with
petals, leaves or natural decorations.

Thought has been put into the choice and usage
of petals, leaves and grasses.

Symmetry and coverage of saucer will be
considered when judging.


Note - please ensure your child has brought their
own saucer and Vaseline

Floral Project 4: Patty Cake Flowers
This floral project will be made at School. There
are several examples on the internet if you need
inspiration.
Patty Cake Flowers Criteria
 The Patty Cake flower looks like a flower.
 The Patty Cake flower shows petals.
 The Patty Cake flower shows a centre of a flower.
 The Patty Cake flower shows the use of different materials.
Note - please ensure your child has brought their own
cupcake cases and decorations to school

These projects are to be constructed at school on the 15th November.

Floral Project 6: Buttonhole
Floral Project 5: Flowerdecorated Frame
This floral project should be made at
school. Frames can be bought for this
project. Students need to decorate the
frame with flowers made out of their
choice of materials (ie paper flowers,
natural flowers, sticks, ribbon etc)
Frame Criteria
 The frame should fit a 4x6 sized photo
 Flowers need to be made from paper,
ribbon or natural resources
 Frame should at least one third
covered in flowers
 Frame should not have a photo added

The buttonhole dates back to the days when men wore suits
and adorned them with a flower. If you have access to the
internet, there are some great ideas on florists’ websites.
Buttonholes need to have a single bloom and a small amount
of greenery securely bound together with wire (bread tie)
and tinfoil. If you wanted to be creative with coloured cotton
or ribbon, this may add an interesting effect to the
arrangement.
Buttonhole Criteria
 A single, size appropriate flower has been used.
 Greenery and other adornments do not ‘overshadow’ the
flower.
 The buttonhole is wrapped neatly and tightly in tinfoil or cotton.
 The buttonhole must be able to be attached to a shirt or jacket.

This project is to be constructed at school on the 15th November.

Floral Project 6: Floral display in an unusual vase
This will be a great way for children to let their imagination and creativity with flowers go wild!
Children need to bring to school a container/item they can use as a vase that isn’t a normal one.
They also should bring some flowers to use as a display in their vase. This project will be
completed at school on Friday 15th November.
Floral display in an unusual vase Criteria






Only flowers and greenery are used in the display
Greenery should not overshadow the flowers
Flowers are visible over the top of the ‘vase’
Any oasis or other objects used to help the flowers stand should not be visible
The floral display has been put together at school.

Judging Criteria
To be made at home before 15 November
Floral Project 1: Aqua Jar Flowers
Fresh flowers must be used.
Jar will be upside down.
The flowers will be immersed in water.
The flowers should be attached to the lid.







Floral Project 2: Innovative Plant Pot





The Plant Pot is made from a container that is unexpected and not usually used.
The Plant Pot must be painted and can have adornments added.
The Plant Pot must be able to stand or be able to be attached to a vertical surface.
Pots must not be taller than 35cm or wider than 25cm.

To be made at school on 15th November
Floral Project 3: Vaseline Saucer




The Vaseline saucer should be decorated with petals, leaves or natural decorations.
Thought has been put into the choice and usage of petals, leaves and grasses.
Symmetry and coverage of saucer will be considered when judging.

Floral Project 4: Patty Cake Flowers





The Patty Cake flower looks like a flower.
The Patty Cake flower shows petals.
The Patty Cake flower shows a centre of a flower.
The Patty Cake flower shows the use of different materials

Floral Project 5: Button Hole





A single, size appropriate flower has been used.
Greenery and other adornments do not ‘overshadow’ the flower.
The buttonhole is wrapped neatly and tightly in tinfoil or cotton.
The buttonhole must be able to be attached to a shirt or jacket.

Floral Project 6: Floral display in an unusual vase






Only flowers and greenery are used in the display
Greenery should not overshadow the flowers
Flowers are visible over the top of the ‘vase’
Any oasis or other objects used to help the flowers stand should not be visible
The floral display has been put together at school.

The construction projects are OPTIONAL however we would like to encourage ALL
students to attempt at least ONE.

Construction Project 1: Construct a solution to an everyday problem made of Recycled
Materials
This project is an optional project that will need to be completed at home before being brought
into school for judging on 15th November.
Using recycled materials such as cereal boxes or toilet paper/paper towel rolls, create a desk
organizer for your school desk. Think about what you have on your desk that needs to be kept tidy
e.g. pens, pencils, eraser, ruler, scissors. The Desk Organizer must have at least 3 different sized
compartments. The Desk Organizer needs to be decorated.
Desk Organizer Criteria
 The Desk Organizer must be made from recycled materials.
 The Desk Organizer must have at least 3 compartments of different sizes.
 The Desk Organizer must be decorated.

The construction projects are OPTIONAL however we would like to encourage ALL
students to attempt at least ONE.

Construction Project 2: Robot made from Recycled Materials
This project is an optional project that will need to be completed at home before being brought into
school for judging on 15th November.
Using any recycled materials create a robot.
The Robot must be decorated and have a name.
Robot Criteria






The Robot must be made from recycled materials.
The Robot must be freestanding.
The Robot must be decorated.
The Robot must have a name.
The Robot must not be higher than 30cm or wider than
20com

The construction projects are OPTIONAL however we would like to encourage ALL
students to attempt at least ONE.

Construction Project 3: Ice Block Stick creation
This project is an optional project that will need to be
completed at home before being brought into school for
judging on 15th November.
Create an innovative structure/product that was
‘leading edge’ at the time of it’s design (this could be an
architectural piece such as the Eiffel Tower or a product
such as a model of the first airplane). Ice block sticks
are available from $2 shops.
Ice Block Stick Creation Criteria
 The item needs to be free standing but maybe
placed on a display board.
 The item may have some small elements added
for effect but the main structure must be made
from ice block sticks
 The way the item is put together should be as
unnoticeable as possible (ie no glue/staples
showing)

The construction projects are OPTIONAL however we would like to encourage ALL
students to attempt at least ONE.

Construction Project 4: Designer Notebook
This project is an optional project that will need to be
completed at home before being brought into school
for judging on 15th November.
Create a 3D cover for a diary using any materials you .
The diary should have a theme of some sort but the
theme is only limited by your imagination.
Designer Notebook Criteria
 The notebook must have some elements that are 3D
(that is raised off the surface)
 The Notebook should have a clear theme
 The notebook should have space for a title/name
OR have one added.
 Layout of design will be a part of the judging.

Judging Criteria
To be made at home before the 15th November
Construction Project 1: Desk Organizer
 TheThe Desk Organizer must be made from recycled materials.
 The Desk Organizer must have at least 3 compartments of different sizes.
 The Desk Organizer must be decorated.
Construction Project 2: Robot
 The Robot must be made from recycled materials.
 The Robot must be freestanding.
 The Robot must be decorated.
 The Robot must have a name.
 The Robot must not be higher than 30cm or wider than 20com
Construction Project 3: Old Clothes Pillow/ Cushion

The item needs to be free standing but maybe placed on a display board.

The item may have some small elements added for effect but the main structure must be made
from ice block sticks

The way the item is put together should be as unnoticeable as possible (ie no glue/staples
showing)
Construction Project 4: Designer Notebook
 The notebook must have some elements that are 3D (that is raised off the surface)
 The Notebook should have a clear theme
 The notebook should have space for a title/name OR have one added.
 Layout of design will be a part of the judging.

The baking projects are OPTIONAL however we would like to encourage ALL students
to attempt at least ONE.

Baking Project 1: Innovative Cupcake
We are not looking for ‘New Zealand’s Hottest Home Baker’ and acknowledge that baking goods are
expensive so this project is optional. We also appreciate that this project may not be possible for
some of our families.
Baking projects need to be completed at home by the students (with as little parent help as possible)
and brought into school for judging on the 15th November. Please cover baking with plastic wrap or
zip lock bag carefully and ‘discreetly’ name any dishes used.
The judging of this baking project will focus on the look of the cupcake Students need to:
 Present at least 2 but no more than 3 cupcakes on a paper plate.
 There should be a ‘surprise’ element to the cupcake (might be in the unusual flavours, a surprise centre or in
the way it is decorated—please cut one of your cupcakes in half before presenting if the ‘surprise’element is inside
the cupcakes)
 There should be a focus on creating a ‘new’ or ‘innovative’ cupcake of some sort.

The baking projects are OPTIONAL however we would like to encourage ALL students
to attempt at least ONE.

Baking/Cooking Project 2: Innovative Pizza topping
The project is an optional project that will need to be completed at home.
The judging of this cooking project will focus on the topping (bases can be bought or
homemade)
Students need to:
 Present either a mini pizza or a section of a larger pizza on a small plate
 Use different types of flavours and toppings (can be a sweet or savoury pizza)
 Think about the presentation and how their pizza looks.
 Write up the toppings they used and what made them choose them and place this
beside your item

Please bring cake into school on the morning of the 15th November.
Decorated Cake
This is an optional project to be completed at home; however to be eligible for the ‘Mrs Hale
Cookery Cup’, three cooking projects must be entered.
These cakes in the past have been works of art that students have put a lot of thought, practice and
effort into. Students are encouraged to use their imaginations to decorate a cake in a theme of
their choice. All elements on the cake must be edible.
The cakes are judged using the below criteria by Brian Wallace who is a Chef Lecturer at Manukau
Institute of Technology.

Criteria:

Mark:

Is the cake edible?

(5)

Cake texture & moisture

(10)

Decoration & design

(10)

Does the cake show a theme?

(5)

Overall IMPACT & impression of cake

(10)

1st place 2014

Total:

(40)

1st Place 2015

